Weber County Republican Resolution in Support of the Caucus Convention System
A proposed Resolution is:
Whereas the Utah Caucus Convention system has been utilized by private political parties such as the
Republican Party for many years; and
Whereas the Caucus Convention System by its nature involves local people who choose to be involved; and
Whereas the Caucus Convention system does not favor those with the most money; and
Whereas the Caucus Convention system is both representative and Republican in nature such that man’s
natural rights are most likely to be protected; and
Whereas Utahns of good will have long appreciated the opportunity to study and decide on good and wise
candidates for public office who are vetted at the local Caucus level; and
Whereas the Utah Republican Party with help from the Utah Constitution Party have filed a lawsuit against the
State of Utah for seeking to weaken and ultimately to overthrow the rights of private organizations such as the
Utah Republican Party; and
Whereas the leadership of the Utah Republican Party has for the most part supported the wishes of Utah
delegates in opposing said destructive efforts,
Now therefore, be it hereby resolved that the Weber County Republican Party supports the Utah Caucus
Convention System in the fullest; That we (of the Weber County Republican Party) request that the Utah
Republican Party support a full and complete repeal of the 2014 law known as SB 54 which had the effect of
weakening the Utah Caucus Convention System; That we request that All Utah officials in law making or
executive branches eliminate said law SB 54 post haste inasmuch as said officials have the power to do so!
Upon supporting this measure for freedom. We sincerely resolve to thank all supporters.
Submitted by James W. Mackley
Precinct chair WCV001
Ph. 801-620-0182

